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THE DIVERSITY OF MUSIC OFFERINGS FROM REGGAE-POP TO ALTERNATIVE
COUNTRY ULTIMATELY REFLECTS SEATTLE’S BROAD EMBRACE OF DIVERSE IDEAS
AND CULTURES, THE KIND OF COSMOPOLITAN OPENNESS THAT MAKES IT EASY
FOR MOST VISITING URBANITES TO FEEL QUICKLY AT HOME.
its rich surrounding vegetation. The Reflection
Lakes gives you the most postcard-perfect view
of the mountain. And the Grove of Patriarchs
trail will take you deep into the forest, where
you stand in awe of 15-metre tall trees that
have existed for over 1,000 years and have
circumferences as big as the average bedroom.
Native Americans have hunted, gathered and
held spiritual ceremonies in these woods for
thousands of years, and its hushed magical
quality bespeaks as much.
Still, if you’re a diehard urbanite with little
interest in hiking and fishing – preferring
instead miracles of the manmade – Seattle has
enough architectural wonders to delight you
for days. Three of the must-see marvels are the
famous Space Needle, a futuristic observation
tower with see-through glass floors; the Rem
Koolhaas-designed Central Library with its
dazzling walls of glass; and the avant garde
Frank Gehry-designed Museum of Pop Culture
– all of which honour Seattle’s nickname of
“Emerald City” one way or another.
The latest of their ilk is the Amazon Sphere,
three spherical giant glass domes built by tech

giant Amazon. Opened in January 2018,
this extraordinary-looking complex houses
not just Amazon’s offices, but also 40,000
species of plants from 50 countries. The
public can access parts of the building but
the queues can be long. The building, if
anything, is a symbol of Seattle’s growing
reputation as a tech city housing industry
titans Amazon, Microsoft and Boeing, as
well as hundreds of tech startups. Indeed,
it’s not unusual to meet men and women
here driving the latest Tesla model or
flaunting the just-launched Apple credit card.
Futuristic innovations and centuries-old
marvels co-exist happily here.

(1) The Museum of Pop Culture
designed by Frank Gehry.
(2) Elliott Bay Book Company.
(3) Nirvana, one of the most
famous bands from Seattle.

COME AS YOU ARE
Despite all these attractions, however,
Seattle feels like a city made for
introspection too. Perhaps it’s to do with the
frequent rain, so Seattleites have cultivated
the habit of cuddling up to a book and a
cup of coffee. In fact, when the city wanted
to raise taxes in the early 2000s to pay for
the construction of the US$165-million
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extravagant-looking Central Library to house
1.4 million books, its famously bookish
people voted “yes”.
Seattle’s best bookstore is the Elliott Bay
Book Company, a large and beautiful woodpaneled cocoon that has an exceptionally
well-curated selection of books. If you’re a
book nerd (like this writer), you won’t be
able to leave the store without buying at least
a dozen excellent titles, some of which you
didn’t know existed despite your frequent
scrutiny of Goodreads, Kirkus and The New
York Times’ Books section.
If you also like music, you should cross the
street to Everyday Music, a sprawling record
warehouse with tens of thousands of used
and new CDs and vinyls. Here you’ll find old
out-of-print titles you won’t get on eBay –
yes, it’s that precious.
Seattle’s obvious respect for the written
word and music chord may explain why
it is the birthplace of some of the best
musicians and bands in American history,
including Jimi Hendrix, Nirvana, Alice
In Chains, Soundgarden, Foo Fighters and
Fleet Foxes. The famous grunge sound of the
1980s and 1990s, for instance, originated
in Seattle. And today that hybrid of music
blending punk and metal continues to be
commemorated by the Museum of Pop
Culture, which has a special section
on Nirvana.
Indeed, diehard music fans should take
advantage for SIA’s current fares promotion
to Seattle. A city loved by musicians, Seattle
welcomes in October the likes of Morrissey,
Lana Del Rey and Charlie XCX. In the
upcoming months, Jason Mraz, The Black
Keys, Sleater Kinney, Brandi Carlile and
other big names are set to jam at
various venues.
The diversity of music offerings from
reggae-pop to alternative country ultimately
reflects Seattle’s embrace of diverse ideas and
cultures, the kind of cosmopolitan openness
that makes it easy for visiting urbanites to
feel right at home. As that famous Nirvana
song goes: “Come as you are, as you were, as
I want you to be...”
The writer was a guest of Singapore Airlines.
Singapore Airlines ﬂies non-stop to Seattle
four times a week. Visit singaporeair.com
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9 top attractions in the Emerald City
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Every Singaporean visitor needs to put this

Seattle’s Dale Chihuly is one
one of the most renowned

If you love airplanes,
airplanes you must visit The Museum

legendary farmer’s market as No. 1 on their

glass artists in the world. He created this amazing

of Flight, the largest private aviation museum in

itinerary – and hope they’re not tempted to cancel

garden of glass sculptures that will have you

the world. Here you’ll ﬁnd more than 175 aircraft

everything else to return to it the next day and the

wowwing and Instagramming every few minutes.

and spacecraft, tens of thousands of artifacts and

day after.

millions of rare photographs.

2. OLYMPIC SCULPTURE PARK
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5. WHALE WATCHING

8. CENTRAL LIBRARY
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If you enjoy walking, stroll along the waterfront

The waters near Seattle have some of the highest

Even if you don’t like books, you need to visit

from Pike Place Market to the Olympic Sculpture

concentration of whales and dolphins in the world.

Seattle’s Central Library, a strange and magniﬁcent

Park. The 9-acre public park is ﬁlled with gorgeous

To catch sight of these beautiful creatures, go to

jewel case, made out of glittering glass walls and

sculptures in steel, granite, ﬁberglass and bronze,

the Port of Edmonds Marina and look for a boat

ﬂoating staircases.

created by master artists such as Alexander Calder

company. We recommend Puget Sound Express.

and Richard Serra.

3. SPACE NEEDLE

6. GROVE OF THE PATRIARCHS

9. CRAFT BEER HEAVEN

This will test those with acrophobia – and thrill

Here’s a magical forest to make you feel like a

If you wanted to, you could think of Seattle as

everyone else. The iconic Space Needle observatory

Tolkien hobbit. The Grove of the Patriarchs is a

nothing but a huge beer garden ﬁlled with countless

lets you look through the moving glass ﬂoor you’re

centuries-old forest with massive and majestic

beer taps, unique craft beers and unapologetic pub

standing on, from a height of 180 metres.

red cedars and Douglas ﬁr trees, all reminding you

food. At the last count, the city has more than 170

you’re just a dust speck in Mother Nature’s scheme

breweries and microbreweries serving an endless

of things.

selection of ales.

